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RAF Loss of Earnings claims for claimants and families
RAF Loss of Earnings claims for claimants and families

This article focuse on Loss of Earnings claims, an essential aspect of the RAF that directly impacts claimants and their families. 




Read more








Delinquent directors and directors on probation
Delinquent directors and directors on probation

An application may be made to the court to declare a director delinquent or to be placed under an order of probation.
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Navigating intellectual property rights in video game development
Navigating intellectual property rights in video game development

It is difficult to establish rules or clear boundaries about what can be depicted in a video game without obtaining or securing a license.
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Can a machine powered by AI be an inventor? Bell Tolls for Dabus Machine in UK
Can a machine powered by AI be an inventor?

The Supreme Court handed down its judgment on whether a machine (Dabus) powered by AI may be an inventor in terms of the UK Patents Act.
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Legal liability for hospital-acquired infections in South Africa
Legal liability for hospital-acquired infections in SA

Hospitals have a legal obligation to ensure reasonable measures are taken to prevent hospital-acquired infections. 
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Balancing leave applications and working overtime
Balancing leave applications and working overtime

By understanding and respecting leave policies and ensuring fair compensation for overtime work, employees and employers can strike a balance,
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[image: alt]Understanding anti-dissipation measures in divorce proceedings
 by Msizi Mhlongo 
 An anti-dissipation measure refers to a legal directive designed to prevent an individual from liquidating or concealing assets during divorce…Firm: SchoemanLaw Inc
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[image: alt]Judicial reminder: The ethical obligation and fiduciary duty of plaintiff attorneys to discourage baseless legal actions
 by Jean-Paul Rudd 
 Attorneys representing plaintiffs should take note of a judgment recently handed down in the High Court of South Africa, Gauteng…Firm: Adams & Adams
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[image: alt]The reality of financial crime in South Africa: Where do we stand and what can we do?
 The greylisting of South Africa (SA) in 2023 by the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) was a wake up call to…Firm: DocFox
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[image: alt]The Road Accident Fund Act 56 of 1996: A guide for legal professionals and claimants
 by Marc Andrew 
 The Road Accident Fund Act 56 of 1996 stands as a cornerstone in South Africa's approach to road accident compensation.…Firm: RAF Cash
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[image: alt]The rise of e-signatures: streamlining document signing in the digital age
 Introduction In today's fast-paced business world, efficiency and productivity are paramount. The traditional process of signing documents with pen and…Firm: LexisNexis
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[image: alt]The rotten apple at work – Intolerable employees
 by Nicolene Schoeman-Louw 
 Employment relationships in South Africa are perceived as difficult at the best of times. If things go “pear shaped” and…Firm: SchoemanLaw Inc
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[image: alt]FICA Compliance – It’s another topic worth repeating…
 by Alicia Koch 
 Picture this – you are happily online shopping, when all of a sudden, you get a notification from your bank…Firm: AJS
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[image: alt]When time runs out: A court’s take on the timely assessment of insurance claims
 by Jean-Paul Rudd 
 Policyholders and insurers alike should take note of a judgment recently handed down in the High Court of South Africa,…Firm: Adams & Adams
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January 16 @ 12:00 pm - November 29 @ 2:00 pm 




Legal for SMEs 
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February 28 @ 1:00 pm - December 5 @ 2:00 pm 




Applied Legal Project Management training for legal practitioners 
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February 29 @ 1:00 pm - November 5 @ 2:00 pm 




Legal for Start-Ups 
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April 16 @ 10:00 am - December 3 @ 11:00 am 




Webinar – Adverse Media Screening Training 
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April 25 @ 9:00 am - April 26 @ 11:00 am 




The legal aspects of corporate finance 
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July 1 @ 9:00 am - July 3 @ 12:00 pm 




Global markets master agreements: An introduction 
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August 5 @ 2:00 pm - August 8 @ 4:00 pm 




Estate planning and wills 
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September 26 @ 9:00 am - September 27 @ 11:00 am 




The legal aspects of corporate finance 
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“

The trouble with law is lawyers

Clarence S. Darrow (1857-1938) American lawyer




 















“

Every law is an evil,

for every law is an infraction of liberty.

-Bentham Jeremy




 















“

Prisons are built with stones of Law,

brothels with bricks of Religion.

-Blake,William




 















“

The trouble with law is lawyers

Clarence S. Darrow (1857-1938) American lawyer




 















“

Arguments are to be avoided; they are always vulgar and often convincing.

– Oscar Wilde

 




 















“

If you want to tell people the truth, make them laugh, otherwise they’ll kill you.

– Oscar Wilde

 




 















“

Work is the curse of the drinking classes.

– Oscar Wilde




 















“

If there were no bad people, there would be no good lawyers.

– Charles Dickens (1812-1870) British novelist




 















“

The trouble with law is lawyers.

– Clarence S. Darrow (1857-1938) American lawyer




 















“

The law is reason, free from passion.

– Aristotle (384 BC-322 BC) Greek philosopher.




 















“

Bad laws are the worst form of tyranny.

– Edmund Burke (1729-1797) British political writer.




 



























“

The minute you read something that you can't understand, you can almost be sure that it was drawn up by a lawyer.

– Will Rogers




“

The trouble with law is lawyers.

– Clarence S. Darrow (1857-1938) American lawyer




“

Prisons are built with stones of Law,
brothels with bricks of Religion.

-Blake,William




“

Nobody has a more sacred obligation to obey the law than those who make the law.

– Sophocles




“

A jury consists of twelve persons chosen to decide who has the better lawyer.

– Robert Frost




“

I was never ruined but twice; once when I lost a lawsuit and once when I won one.

– Voltaire




“

Law school taught me one thing: how to take two situations that are exactly the same and show how they are different.

– Hart Pomerantz




“

The judge is found guilty when a criminal is acquitted.

– Publilius Syrus (1st Century BC)




“

The trouble with law is lawyers.

– Clarence S. Darrow (1857-1938) American lawyer




“

The trouble with law is lawyers

Clarence S. Darrow (1857-1938) American lawyer




“

If you want to tell people the truth, make them laugh, otherwise they'll kill you.

– Oscar Wilde




“

We have a criminal jury system which is superior to any in the world; and its efficiency is only marred by the difficulty of finding twelve men every day who don't know anything and can't read.

– Mark Twain




“

Yesterday we obeyed kings and bent our necks before emperors. But today we kneel only to truth, follow only beauty, and obey only love.

– Khalil Gibran




“

Laws control the lesser man... Right conduct controls the greater one.

– Mark Twain




“

Bad laws are the worst form of tyranny.

– Edmund Burke (1729-1797) British political writer.




“

In law a man is guilty when he violates the rights of others. In ethics he is guilty if he only thinks of doing so.

– Immanuel Kant




“

Work is the curse of the drinking classes.

– Oscar Wilde




“

He who is his own lawyer has a fool for a client.

– Proverb




“

Arguments are to be avoided; they are always vulgar and often convincing.

– Oscar Wilde




“

It may be true that the law cannot make a man love me, but it can keep him from lynching me, and I think that's pretty important.

– Martin Luther King Jr.




“

Arguments are to be avoided; they are always vulgar and often convincing.

– Oscar Wilde




“

The law is reason, free from passion.

– Aristotle (384 BC-322 BC) Greek philosopher.




“

Every law is an evil,
for every law is an infraction of liberty.

-Bentham Jeremy
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ANNOUNCEMENTS









	Regulations on conversion of Land Tenure Rights in place
Sabinet

	Amendments to Guidelines for Competition in Automotive Aftermarket in the Offing
Sabinet

	African Industry Reports: Fresh insights into the food value chain
Sabinet

	NCOP seeks comment on Electricity Regulation Amendment Bill
Sabinet

	Medicines and Related Substances Act Schedules on cannabis under the spotlight
Sabinet

	Public sector pension funds under the spotlight
Sabinet

	NCOP briefed on Housing Consumer Protection Bill
Sabinet

	The African GC Summit brings together leading in-house counsel across Africa
GRM Search
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	Hyde Park, Johannesburg: TRADEMARKS SECRETARY March 19, 2024



	Brooklyn, Pretoria: CONVEYANCING SECRETARY (TRANSFERS) March 19, 2024



	Highveld, Centurion: LITIGATION SECRETARY March 19, 2024



	Bedfordview, Johannesburg: CANDIDATE ATTORNEY March 19, 2024



	Associate or Snr Associate (Corporate Commercial) – HMACC March 7, 2024



	Nieuw Muckleneuk, Pretoria: LITIGATION TYPIST (Junior to Medium Level) March 4, 2024



	Highveld, Centurion: LITIGATION SECRETARY February 29, 2024
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Understanding the deeds office and registration process


When do you become the registered owner of a property? Despite common belief, the finish line when buying and/or selling property is not reached when entering into an agreement of sale or even when signing the transfer documents at the conveyancing attorney’s offices. In fact, the finish line is only crossed once the transfer of the property has been processed and registered at the relevant […]


Read more
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Does lobolo constitute a customary marriage?


There has recently been uncertainty and confusion in light of the Supreme Court of Appeal case of Tsambo v Sengadi [2020] ZASCA 46 (“Tsambo case”). Two of these uncertainties include the questions of whether or not lobolo constitutes marriage and whether a valid customary marriage is complied with in terms of section 3(1)(b) of the Recognition of Customary Marriages Act 120 of 1998 (the Act) where […]


Read more
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How to put the brakes on vehicle repossession


Avoid getting your car repossessed In the current economic down turn, you may find yourself falling behind on your monthly car payments. We provide you with all the available options to help you prevent your car from getting repossessed by the bank or loan/credit provider. Times are tough. If you have found yourself drowning in debt, you might even be facing the threat of vehicle […]


Read more
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The long and the short of evicting a tenant from a residential property


South Africa’s unemployment has reached an all-time high and the number of South Africans defaulting on their rent confirms that many are struggling financially. In a report released by Statistics South Africa, the number of people being taken to court for outstanding rental debt is approximately 3 000 per month. It’s a lose-lose situation for both the landlord and the tenant but unfortunately if a tenant […]


Read more
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When can the police search your home or car?


If you are stopped at a roadblock, can the police search your car? Are the police entitled to enter your home and search it without a warrant? In this article, we explain when – and under what circumstances – the police can search your home or car. What the law allows In most circumstances, the police should have a warrant issued before searching your car […]


Read more
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Cancelling your cell phone contract is easy


Just like ending a long term relationship, cancelling your cell phone contract can be stressful. But often times, necessary. I am certain there are many of us who have been stuck in bad relationships and have felt that there is no way out. There is. It is about making the decision to get out of it, doing what needs to be done, putting on your […]


Read more
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POPI Act is good business practice


Recently, the Information Regulator approached South Africa’s President to issue a commencement date of 1 April 2020 for the remaining provisions of the POPI Act. The government faces growing pressure to take action with the increase in data leaks. Even President Cyril Ramaphosa himself fell victim this year as his private email server was breached. If a country’s leader can fall victim to cybercrime, just […]


Read more
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Has POPIA finally been given a set of teeth?


Many critics have noticed a trend in court decisions not to invoke POPIA, the Protection of Personal Information Act 4 of 2013, as amended, in its reasoning toward judgments. For example, even the recent order to publish Matric results in the media lacked judgment and could have been an opportunity to apply POPIA. Instead, the courts have relied on the constitutional right to privacy, weighing […]


Read more
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Maintaining compliance with the Protection of Personal Information Act (POPIA)


If you have been following the article series, and have determined that you are the responsible party in terms of the first condition of POPIA, the next step is to assess your compliance with the next two POPIA conditions, which are Process Limitation and Purpose Specification. These conditions regulate when, where and what personal information is processed. Compliance with these conditions entails the responsible party […]


Read more
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Further obligations of an information officer


The Minister of Justice and Correctional Services has passed regulations in terms of the Promotion of Access to Information Act, No. 2 of 2000 (PAIA). The regulations were published in the Government Gazette No. 45057 of 27 August 2021. Section 10 of PAIA obliges the Information Officer to update and make available the existing guide that has been compiled by the South African Human Rights […]


Read more
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May an employer monitor an employee’s emails?


It would be best to have an email monitoring policy regarding employees’ private and business use of emails contained in employment contracts. However, how extensive, and intrusive should the policy be? Our Constitution respects a person’s right to privacy. The Protection of Personal Information Act, 2013 (“POPIA”) further entrenches personal data protection rights. An employer is entitled to expect that employees will not use their […]


Read more
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The POPIA prior authorisation conundrum – What is prior authorisation, and do you need it for your business?


Now that the Protection of Personal Information Act, 2013 (“POPIA”) has come into effect there has been a scramble by individuals and businesses to ensure their compliance with its various requirements. In many instances, businesses are required to comply with obligations imposed by POPIA without any assistance being provided by South Africa’s Information Regulator. One of the obligations imposed on a responsible party in terms […]


Read more
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Why is it important for a landlord to conduct an entry and exit inspection?


Imagine that you have achieved your dream of owning several properties and becoming a successful landlord. Now your feed is buzzing with queries regarding the properties to rent! Here are some sections you may need to consider before signing a lease agreement. The law The Rental Housing Act, 50 of 1999 governs the relationship between landlord and tenant. It gives guidance and protects both parties […]


Read more
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Landlord and tenant – A rocky relationship?


Understand the laws that govern and protect both landlord and tenant Many of us live in rented accommodation and some of us are landlords, renting out our residential property for additional income. In either case, you must be familiar with the relevant laws. In this member guide, we examine the fundamental laws of landlord and tenant and look at several significant aspects of the relationship. […]


Read more
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Love thy neighbour as thyself – Short-term rentals and the law


Can this 2000-year-old commandment effectively address the complexity of contemporary disputes between neighbours? Many have found that trying to love one’s neighbour is not always the easiest thing to do. Now take it a step further – your neighbour decides to offer his/her unit as a short-term rental and registers it with Airbnb. You must now contend with a continuous flow of different neighbours, who […]


Read more
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Security deposit – Where does it go? 


One of the first roadblocks prospective tenants face when looking for property to rent is the security deposit. The purpose of a security deposit is to protect the landlord against any possible damage the tenant might cause or to cover the costs should any other unforeseeable event occur. Section 5 (3) of the Rental Housing Act 50 of 1999 requires the landlord to invest a […]


Read more
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There is no such thing as a standard lease!


Although most landlords will simply provide you their standard lease agreement, it may not be fit for your business purpose and contrary to your intention for concluding the lease. For example, if you are intending on renting a space for retail purposes, you must ensure that the lease agreement does not preclude you from trading or restricts you to certain hours. An important consideration is […]


Read more
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How to legally evict a tenant for not paying rent


So you have been stressing for months about unpaid rent due from your tenant, and you are unsure how to remedy the situation. On top of that, you are unsure if you can evict your tenant legally, as you don’t have a written lease agreement. Whether you have a written lease agreement or not, below are simple yet effective steps to evict your tenant legally. […]


Read more
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Notice of Paid and Unpaid Suspension







https://www.golegal.co.za/podcast-player/46716/notice-paid-unpaid-suspension-2.m4a

Download file | Play in new window | Duration: 6:23



B-BBEE and the SME






https://www.golegal.co.za/podcast-player/38512/b-bbee-sme.m4a

Download file | Play in new window | Duration: 33:58



NDAs and the Entrepreneur






https://www.golegal.co.za/podcast-player/38517/ndas-and-the-entrepreneur.m4a

Download file | Play in new window | Duration: 45:45



Fiona Leppan, Director in Employment Practice joined SAfm to discusses the huge gender pay gap in South Africa.






https://www.golegal.co.za/podcast-player/38520/fiona-leppan-director-employment-practice-joined-safm-discusses-huge-gender-pay-gap-south-africa.mp3

Download file | Play in new window | Duration: 06:37
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South African legal jobs, in-house counsel, practice, legal tech jobs, what’s going on?
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Our monthly delve into the South African legal job market is a quick one this month....


South African Legal Job Market – March 2024
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Rob Green from The GRM Group provides an overview of the top legal positions available for lawyers and...


South African legal job market – 2024
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In the first video update of 2024, we start to look at the impact the financial...


Your legal career – Episode 7 – Partner lateral hiring
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Welcome to episode 7 of the monthly video series, exclusive to Golegal, brought to you by...


Your legal career – Episode 6 – Latest on the legal job market
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Welcome to episode 6 of the monthly video series, exclusive to Golegal.co.za, brought to you by Rob...


Your legal career – Episode 5 – What can we expect in 2024?
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Welcome to episode five of the monthly video series, exclusive to Golegal.co.za, brought to you by Rob...














































About Us
 GoLegal is a leading industry news and information portal for the South African legal sector, catering to attorneys, corporate counsel, legal scholars, policy makers and other corporate and legal interest groups. 

Read more >
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